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ESG and Securitization: Mind the Gap

In the drive for ESG investing, a gap has arisen between corporate bond and 
securitization markets, leaving investors to wonder if securitizations will ever leave the 
station. We see this as an opportunity to blaze new trails and influence better outcomes 
for investors, the environment and society.

Highlights

■ Behind the curve… Securitized debt investors have been hampered in their ability
to incorporate ESG factors due to the complexity of the market, a lack of data and
changing classification standards.

■ …but gaining momentum: Activity in ESG-branded securitized products is
accelerating, with certain issuers offering innovative investments promoting
sustainable loans and environmentally friendly assets.

■ The Voya approach: We analyze ESG factors across three dimensions – collateral,
parties and structure – providing a framework for delivering additional alpha
while supporting practices that can foster a larger, more sustainable, more
inclusive economy.

ESG opportunities in a sector left behind

Securitized debt is an important part of the fixed income universe, providing a sought-after 
alternative to corporate credit. These securities – representing large pools of mortgages, 
loans or other assets – can provide income, mitigate risk and diversify portfolios. 
Securitized debt may also help investors manage rising interest rates, as certain sectors 
tend to be affected more by credit conditions than interest rates, while others have 
relatively short durations.

However, when it comes to integrating environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
considerations, securitized debt lags corporate credit and equity markets (Fig. 1). 
With investment opportunities permeating most pockets of the U.S. economy, we see 
substantial opportunity to take a pioneering approach in the space – one that better 
protects both underlying borrowers and investors in securitization transactions. 

Figure 1: Securitized credit has lagged other asset classes in ESG integration

At May 2021. Source: UN Principles for Responsible Investment, “ESG incorporation in securitized products: The challenges ahead.”
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According to the UN-supported Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), the biggest 
reason for the slow uptake of ESG incorporation is the complexity of the securitized 
market. ESG information providers offer relatively little coverage of securitized products, 
often making it difficult to obtain sufficient data to conduct robust ESG due diligence. 
Many managers simply lack the resources and tools to precisely quantify ESG-related 
metrics across various pools of securitized collateral. 

Furthermore, it is important to properly scrutinize transactions that have been labeled 
“ESG.” Because ESG designation standards are evolving, investors shouldn’t simply 
rely on a label as an indicator that a given security aligns with their ESG objectives. We 
believe the growing attention paid to these issues, as well as the desire among investors 
to influence positive environmental and social change, will prompt more rigorous and 
consistent standards over time. 

ESG-branded securitized products are gaining momentum

Governance enhanced through stricter regulation 

Securitized debt markets still have scars from the financial crisis 14 years ago, as some 
of these sectors were at the epicenter of problems in the global financial system. That 
experience has prompted many changes directly related to ESG, with governance factors 
benefiting from stronger regulation across the value chain of securitized product markets. 

For example, the Dodd-Frank Act (2010) introduced significant changes to the RMBS 
market through initiatives to promote fair lending and eradicate predatory lending, 
improving the sustainability of mortgage lending. New credit risk retention requirements 
and enhanced regulation of credit ratings agencies have also improved investor 
protections across ABS, CMBS and non-qualified-mortgage RMBS markets.

These and other initiatives (Fig. 2) have helped the securitization ecosystem become more 
resilient, reducing the likelihood of a scenario like 2008 arising again.

An evolving ESG landscape across securitized markets

Although securitized products with ESG designations still represent only a small portion 
of total issuance, activity is accelerating, as market participants are eager to embrace 
ESG considerations. We are seeing promising innovations among government-sponsored 
enterprises (GSEs) and certain CLO managers, ABS issuers and private-label MBS issuers. 
However, it is important that issuers follow a methodology that has real, demonstrable 
merit. This is where ESG-minded investors can play a key role in sponsoring transactions 
and issuers that represent ESG best practices.

Definitions

ABS Asset-backed security

CLO Collateralized loan obligation

CMBS Commercial mortgage-backed security

CRT Credit risk transfer 

GSE Government-sponsored enterprise

RMBS Residential mortgage-backed security

< 2014 2015 2016 2017+
■ HARP/HAMP programs
■  GSE risk transfer issuance
■  Basel III reforms
■  Qualifying mortgage 

rules implemented
■  Risk retention rules finalized

 ■  Terrorism Risk 
Insurance Act renewed

 ■  Reg A/B II finalized
 ■  New mortgage disclosure rules 
implemented, then delayed

 ■  Risk retention rules for ABS, CLO and 
CMBS implemented

 ■  Reg A/B II implemented
 ■  Final mortgage disclosure
rules implemented

■  FRTB final rule
■  Mutual fund liquidity requirements
■  GSE reform
■  Executive Office deregulation efforts

Figure 2: The evolution of securitized credit: Increasing legislative and regulatory clarity

Source: Voya Investment Management.
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The most significant ESG opportunities we see are in the $10 trillion securitized mortgage 
market, spanning commercial and residential property types, including agency and non-
agency/private-label markets. Considering that real estate and manufacturing are by far 
the largest contributors to global carbon emissions – and that many developed markets 
have struggled to provide equitable access to housing – we believe continued progress is 
critical for these major securitized sectors.

Environment in focus through green real estate

U.S. GSEs Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have major incentives to focus lending activities 
on energy-efficient properties — particularly in commercial assets, but increasingly 
in residential assets as well. In April 2020, Fannie Mae expanded its green-certified 
bond issuance program to include MBS of single-family homes in addition to multi-
family properties. The program consists exclusively of mortgages for newly constructed 
properties with efficiency ratings above a certain threshold. While composing only a 
fraction of GSE issuance, the program represents a viable starting point from which to 
grow. Indeed, 50% of GSE scoring criteria in 2022 focus on “promoting sustainable and 
equitable access to affordable housing.”1 

In commercial real estate, there has been a substantial shift towards deals with larger 
percentages of collateral that are explicitly environmentally friendly and have more 
sustainable components to the property. This is particularly true in the multifamily 
property type, influenced by GSE scorecard dynamics noted above. The movement is also 
spreading to property types such as office and hospitality, evidenced by a large increase 
in CMBS backed by loans with LEED certification2 or some other green stamp indicating 
the nature of the underlying property. 

Societal goals achieved through transparency in mortgage finance

On the societal front, we are seeing significant progress beyond the landscape-altering 
regulation and enforcement that followed the financial crisis. Reforms include better 
transparency and access to information, allowing the public to assess how GSE-backed 
deals promote affordability, inclusivity and fair lending decisions. 

An example: government agency Ginnie Mae now includes loan-level information fields 
that allow investors to identify pools containing mortgages from low- and moderate-
income areas. This transparency empowers investors to express support for a more 
inclusive approach to mortgage lending. Just as importantly, related parties – including 
GSEs, lenders and servicers – are all motivated to continue to deliver enhanced 
disclosures, providing investors opportunities for active engagement as the evolution of 
ESG in securitized credit continues. 

Sustainable lending in ABS

We expect continued innovation across ABS subsectors to drive more clearly branded 
forms of ESG-friendly issuance for investors to support (Fig. 3). For example:

■ Global adoption of electric vehicles has led to new types of green, ESG-branded
auto ABS transactions.

■ A student loan transaction was recently awarded an ESG designation based on
lending principles oriented toward positive societal impact.

■ The growing solar energy finance market offers a potentially viable source of green,
ESG-branded issuance with real merit – although financing must be offered in a
sustainable manner that considers consumers’ ability to repay.

1 Source: U.S. Federal Housing Finance Agency, “2022 Scorecard for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Common Securitization 
Solutions,” November 2021.

2 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is the world’s most widely used green building rating system.

Innovative offerings by major issuers are 
creating new opportunities, particularly in 
mortgage securities.
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Figure 3: Recent examples of ESG-labeled securitized products

May 5, 2021. Source: UNPRI—“ESG incorporation in securitized products: The challenges ahead;” Voya Investment Management. 

Issue 
year Profile Type Deal name Deal ticker Sponsor Collateral
2016 Green EUR RMBS Green Storm 2016 STORM  

2016-GRN
Obvion Dutch mortgages financing energy-

efficient homes

2019 Green USD Agency 
CMBS

Freddie Mac Structured Pass-
Through Certificates, Series 
K-G01

FHMS KG01 Freddie Mac U.S. commercial mortgages on multifamily 
properties with an energy efficiency 
component

2019 Green AUD RMBS Pepper Residential Securities 
Trust No. 25

PEPAU 25X 
A1GE

Pepper Australian residential mortgages with an 
energy efficiency component

2019–
current

Green USD Auto loans 
and leases

Multiple Multiple Tesla, Toyota Electric vehicles

2020–
current

Green USD Solar Multiple Multiple Mosaic, GoodLeap, Mill 
City, Solar City, Sunnova

Loans and leases to install solar panels of 
residential homes

2020 Green EUR CMBS River Green Finance 2019 RGRNF 
2020-1

LRC Real Estate Limited French commercial mortgage financing an 
energy-efficient office property

2020 Social GBP CMBS Sage AR Funding No. 1 SGSHR 1X Sage Housing (Blackstone 
majority-owned)

U.K. commercial mortgage financing 
social housing

2020 Green USD CMBS COMM 2020-CX Mortgage 
Trust

COMM  
2020-CX

DivcoWest and CalSTRS JV U.S. commercial mortgage financing an 
energy-efficient life science property

2021 Green USD CMBS One Vanderbilt, 555 California 
St., The Exchange, 909 Third 
Ave., Durst Office Portfolio, 
AMA Plaza

Multiple Multiple LEED certified office buildings

2021 Green USD Agency 
MBS

Fannie Mae Pool # CA8957 
3.06% 30yr

FN CA8957 Fannie Mae U.S. residential mortgages on single-
family properties with an energy efficiency 
component

2021 Sustainable USD Agency 
CMBS

Fannie Mae Multifamily REMIC 
Trust 2021-M1s

FNA 2021-
M1S

Fannie Mae U.S. commercial mortgages focused on 
promoting affordable rental housing

2021 Social GBP RMBS Gemgarto 2021-1 GMG 2021-1X Kensington U.K. mortgages with a financial inclusion 
component

2021 Green USD Railcar 
leases

Multiple TRL 2021-1 Trinity Rail Awarded green designation based on 
railcars’ role in reducing carbon footprint 
of transportation industry

2021 Social USD RMBS Multiple FOA Finance of America Reverse mortgage issuance platform 
scored as partially aligned with Social 
Bond Principles

2021 Social USD RMBS Angel Oak Mortgage Trust 
2021-2

AOMT 2021-2 Angel Oak Non-qualifying residential mortgages 
purportedly extended to underserved 
borrowers

2021 Social USD SLABS Prodigy Finance 2021-1A PRDGY 
2021-1A

Prodigy Finance U.S. private issued student loans to 
promote equitable access to financing for 
education to underserved borrowers

2021–
current

Green and 
Social

USD CLO Multiple Multiple Various managers Transactions negatively screened for 
offending borrowers in a range of non-
ESG industries

2021–
current

Green USD Stranded 
Costs of Utility 
Operators

Southern CA Edison Recovery 
Bond 2022

EIX 2022 Southern CA Edison 
electric utility

Financing raised to upgrade electric utility 
infrastructure in CA, collateralized by 
consumer utility bill collections
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Voya’s approach to underwriting ESG principles

Despite the steep hill for assessing ESG factors in securitized markets, we believe the 
potential to positively influence the environment and society – while simultaneously better 
serving the needs of our clients – offers an invigorating incentive. Consistent with our 
firm-wide integration of ESG-consistent values, Voya Investment Management seeks to 
achieve this through deep expertise in sector-level analysis, portfolio management and 
execution.

For each opportunity, we evaluate the security across three key dimensions – the 
collateral pool, the parties involved and the structure that surrounds it – incorporating 
both traditional financial metrics and ESG considerations (Fig. 4). For example, we may 
consider whether the assets securing the loans have a positive, negative or neutral 
impact on environmental issues such as climate change, pollution, degradation and 
resource depletion. This analysis informs the way we engage with issuers, helping us 
promote lending practices we believe may mitigate environmental risks (and their 
attendant financial risks).

Environmental Social Governance

Collateral pool

Debt obligations and any associated real 
property or other assets pledged to secure 
a loan

■  Solar
■  PACE
■  LEED certification in CMBS
■  Agency Green MBS
■  Aircraft
■  Container
■  Regulatory risks from emissions, 

energy consumption

 ■  2.0 RMBS/CRT
 ■  Refinancing student loans
 ■  Accessibility to affordable housing 
(agency MBS)

 ■  Subprime auto
 ■ Timeshare
 ■  Student loans (for-profit school)
 ■ Payday lending
 ■  PACE
 ■  Non-bank consumer ABS and RMBS

 ■  Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
for ABS and RMBS

 ■  ESG-integrated CLOs
 ■  PACE

Parties involved

Loan services, asset originators, trustees, 
loan managers, risk retention providers, 
ratings agencies, broker-dealers

■  GSEs  ■  GSEs
 ■  Customer welfare risks: fair lending, mis-
selling, recovery practices

 ■  Private-equity-owned subprime
auto lenders

 ■  Government student loan services
 ■  Mr. Cooper, Ocwen Financial
Services, Pretium

 ■  NRSRO ESG evaluation
 ■  Collateral agents
 ■  PACE issuers
 ■  Home Energy Renovation
Opportunity loans

 ■  New Residential

Structure

Legal and contractual framework 
governing the transaction, including 
allocation of fees, payments and  
shortfalls/losses

 ■  Interest-only loans  ■  Risk retention
 ■  LIBOR replacement
 ■  CLO without risk retention and with 
5-year reinvest

 ■  Legacy CMBS with governance conflicts

Figure 4: We evaluate ESG factors across three key dimensions 

ESG impact assessment may be either positive or negative 

As of February 28, 2022. Source: Voya Investment Management. PACE: Property-assessed clean energy financing (C-PACE for commercial real estate). A nationally recognized statistical ratings 
organization (NRSRO) is a credit rating agency registered and approved by the SEC. 
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Corporate engagement: Investing with impact

Our scale and expertise provide opportunities to work with issuers and the broker-
dealer community to integrate ESG considerations when originating and servicing 
collateral or structuring new transactions. In some cases, we may find competing forces 
across the dimensions noted above, such as a favorable collateral pool wrapped in a 
concerning structure.

For example, a recent offering by a solar operator scored well for the potential 
environmental benefit of its collateral. However, the structure included loans with an 
interest-only period, which make installing solar panels more affordable but could set up 
consumers for larger-than-expected loan payments after the promotional period expires — 
a dynamic that contributed to the 2008 credit crisis. We decided not to invest due to the 
bad precedent it could set for other lenders, and we communicated our view to the issuer 
to encourage improvements to future loan structuring decisions.

Solar energy represents a potentially powerful and still-growing market. California, for 
example, will require all new commercial and multi-family properties to install solar panels 
by 2030. As more consumers seek to finance solar equipment, we believe consideration 
of their ability to repay should be at the core of loan and lease products – arguably the 
most fundamental lending principle for residential mortgages in the wake of the financial 
crisis. We continue to engage issuers consistently and with passion on this topic, as we do 
on the residential side with mortgage credit.

Improving both consumer outcomes and market stability

Having invested in the securitized markets for decades, we saw risks evolving before 
ESG became a popular initialism. Our philosophy is to consider the ‘greater economic 
good’ in addition to the return potential of an individual deal. Even more basically, we 
hope to improve the durability and resilience of our economy over time. We believe it 
is incumbent on financing markets to be a part of that story, and securitization offers a 
unique opportunity to do so.

Initially, social considerations were our primary motivator in addressing the sustainability 
of securitized fixed income; this followed the financial crisis and its devastating outcomes 
for housing markets and for those who suffered changes to their social standing, wealth 
and credit rating. As the impact of climate change has become more apparent, investment 
risk from natural disasters has also become a driving motivation in our approach to ESG.

At Voya, we seek to invest in loans that are underwritten properly, avoiding those with 
terms that may trap borrowers into agreements they cannot fulfill. Over the course of 
economic cycles, irresponsible lending may amplify economic crises, exerting a very 
real human toll along with potentially significant market and economic consequences, 
shrinking the pie for all.

We believe investors can wield their substantial collective influence to change the way 
actors behave across the lending market, helping to sustain long-term economic 
prosperity.

Financing solar panels with interest-only 
loans = good collateral, bad structure.

Sustainable underwriting practices support 
healthy conditions for consumers and 
financial markets alike.
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Closing the ESG gap between securitized credit and corporate bonds 
will take time, but we see attractive potential in providing benefits to 
investors while supporting sustainable financial practices.

ESG activity in securitized markets likely to accelerate

Securitized debt markets have a long way to go in the incorporation of ESG analysis, 
but we are confident momentum will continue to build. In addition to social motivations 
for integrating ESG into our investment process, we also see the direction of travel. For 
example, one of the largest U.S. banks recently engaged us in creating a securitized 
issuance program focusing on addressing environmental risks by promoting the 
sponsorship of deals with a green objective.

As institutional investors and their consultants demand greater ESG standards from 
securitized debt managers, we anticipate asset managers and financial institutions will 
face increasing competitive pressure to be ahead of the game. We are committed to 
leading by example, pushing for positive change. Ultimately, we believe this will help us be 
better investors and stewards of our clients’ capital.
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Disclosures 

Past performance does not guarantee future results. All investing involves risks of fluctuating prices and the uncertainties of rates of return and yield inherent in investing. All security 
transactions involve substantial risk of loss. Voya Investment Management has prepared this commentary for informational purposes. Nothing contained herein should be construed as (i) 
an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security or (ii) a recommendation as to the advisability of investing in, purchasing or selling any security. Any opinions expressed herein 
reflect our judgment and are subject to change. Certain of the statements contained herein are statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on 
management’s current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those 
expressed or implied in such statements. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation, (1) general economic conditions, 
(2) performance of financial markets, (3) interest-rate levels, (4) increasing levels of loan defaults, (5) changes in laws and regulations, and (6) changes in the policies of governments and/or
regulatory authorities. 

Risks of investing in securitized credit. The principal risks are generally those attributable to bond investing. Holdings are subject to market, issuer, credit, prepayment, extension, and other 
risks, and their values may fluctuate. Market risk is the risk that securities may decline in value due to factors affecting the securities markets or particular industries. Issuer risk is the risk that 
the value of a security may decline for reasons specific to the issuer, such as changes in its financial condition. The strategy invests in mortgage-related securities, which can be paid off early 
if the borrowers on the underlying mortgages pay off their mortgages sooner than scheduled. If interest rates are falling, the strategy will be forced to reinvest this money at lower yields. 
Conversely, if interest rates are rising, the expected principal payments will slow, thereby locking in the coupon rate at below market levels and extending the security’s life and duration while 
reducing its market value.

While environmental, social and corporate governance, (ESG) factors are available to incorporate into our investment process across all asset classes, ESG assessments represent one of many 
pieces of research available to the portfolio managers and the degree to which it impacts a fund’s holdings may vary fund by fund based on the portfolio manager’s discretion. Investing based 
on ESG factors may cause a strategy to forgo certain investment opportunities available to strategies that do not use such criteria. Because of the subjective nature of sustainable investing, 
there can be no guarantee that ESG criteria used will reflect the beliefs or values of any particular client.
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